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In this paper, some Virasoro integrable models are obtained by means of the realizations of
the generalized centerless Virasoro-type symmetry algebra, [�(f1); �(f2)] = �(ḟ2f1 � ḟ1f2). It is
interesting that some of them may be not only Virasoro integrable but also Painlevé integrable.
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1. Introduction

The soliton theory has attracted much attention
from both physicists and mathematicians because it
has been widely applied in many physically signif-
icant fields (such as fluids, optics and astrophysics,
etc.) [1]. (1+1)- and (2+1)-dimensional integrable
models have been deeply investigated. However, there
is little progress in the study of (n + 1)-dimensio-
nal (n � 3) integrable models though many physi-
cists and mathematicians have tried to find some
significant (3 + 1)-dimensional integrable models
[2; 3].

Recently, one of the present authors has proposed
some possible methods to search for some nontriv-
ial higher-dimensional integrable models under some
special meanings [4; 5; 6]. For instance, basing on
the fact that all the known (2+1)-dimensional inte-
grable models possess a common generalized centre-
less Virasoro type symmetry algebra,

[�(f1); �(f2)] = �(
:

f2f1 �
:

f1f2); (1)

while all the known (2+1)-dimensional nonintegrable
models do not possess this type of symmetry algebra,
we had defined [5; 7] a special type of integrability
under the meaning that a model (or its variant form)
possesses an infinite dimensional centreless Virasoro
type symmetry algebra. For convienience later, we
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call this types of integrability as the Virasoro integra-
bility. In (1), f1 andf2 are arbitrary functions of a
single independent variable, say timet, and the dots
over the functionsf1 andf2 present the derivatives
with respect to the independent variables.

It is known that, when we say a model is integrable,
we should point out that the model is integrable un-
der what meaning? We may say a model is Painlevé
integrable if the model possesses the Painlevé prop-
erty, it is IST integrable if the model can be solved
by the inverse scattering transformation, Lax inte-
grable if the model possesses a Lax pair, etc. Now
it is a natural and important question if can we find
some higher dimensional models which are not only
Virasoro integrable but also Painlevé integrable, IST
integrable or Lax integrable? In this paper we try to
find some (3+1)-dimensional models which have the
Virasoro integrability and the Painlevé integrability at
the same time via some concrete realizations of the
Virasoro-type symmetry algebra (1).

In Sect. 2, we sketch the general method to realize
the Virasoro symmetry algebra (1). In Sect. 3, a con-
crete realization of the Virasoro symmetry algebra (1)
is used to construct (3+1)-dimensional Virasoro inte-
grable models. In Sect. 4 we check the Painlevé inte-
grability for the Virasoro integrable models obtained
in the Sect. 3 via the Weiss-Tabor-Carnevale-Kruskal
(WTCK) approach. Section 5 a short summary and
discussion is given.
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2. General Theory

In order to find out the invariant equations of sym-
metry algebra (1), we have to realize the Lie algebra
(1) in terms of vector fields on the spaceS
U of
independent and dependent variables. In our case,S
is the four-dimensional space-time with coordinates
(x; y; z; t) andU is the space of real scalar functions
u(x; y; z; t). For Lie point symmetries, the vector field
V of symmetries in the spaceS
U have the general-
ized form

V = X(x; y; z; t; u)∂x + Y (x; y; t; u)∂y (2)

+Z(x; y; t; u)∂z + T (x; y; t; u)∂t + U (x; y; t; u)∂u:

To realize the algebra (1), we can selectf in (1) as
an arbitrary function oft and restrictT;X; Y;Z and
U as follows

T = f (t); (3)

fX;Y;Z;Ug =
n nX

i=1

f (i)Xi;
nX
i=1

f (i)Yi;
nX
i=1

f (i)Zi;

nX
i=1

f (i)Ui

o
; n = 1;2;3; :::;

wheref (i) = dif=dti andXi, Yi, Zi andUi are func-
tions ofx; y; z; t; u and should be selected to satisfy
the commutation relation (1). In order to construct
invariantkth-order PDEs, we have to know how the
considered group acts on the firstkth-order derivatives
ux, uy, uz, ut; :::; uxiyjzmtr � ∂ix∂jy∂mz ∂rtu; (1 �
i + j +m + r � k) once we know its action on
(x; y; t; u). Since our entire approach is infinitesimal,
it is sufficient for us to know thekth prolongation of
the vector fieldV . The general formula for thekth

prolongation of a vector fieldV is given by [8]

prkV = V +Ux∂ux +Uy∂uy +Uz∂uz +U t∂ut + ::: (4)

+
X

1�i+j+m+n�k

Uxiyjzmtn∂u
xiyjzmtn

;

Ux = Dx(U�Xux�Y uy�Zuz�Tut)+Xuxx (5)

+ Y uxy +Zuxz + Tuxt;

Uy = Dy(U �Xux�Y uy�Zuz�Tut)+Xuxy (6)

+ Y uyy +Zuyz + Tuyt;

Uz = Dz(U �Xux�Y uy�Zuz�Tut)+Xuxz (7)

+ Y uyz +Zuzz + Tuzt;

U t = Dt(U �Xux�Y uy�Zuz �Tut) +Xuxt (8)

+ Y uyt +Zuzt + Tutt;

Uxiyjzmtn = DxU
xi�1yjzmtn (9)

� (DxX)uxiyjzmtn � (DxY )uxi�1yj+1zmtn

� (DxZ)uxi�1yjzm+1tn � (DxT )uxi�1yjzmtn+1;

Uxiyjzmtn = DyU
xiyj�1zmtn (10)

� (DyX)uxi+1yj�1zmtn � (DyY )uxiyjzmtn

� (DyZ)uxiyj�1zm+1tn � (DxT )uxiyj�1zmtn+1;

Uxiyjzmtn = DzU
xiyjzm�1tn (11)

� (DzX)uxi+1yjzm�1tn � (DzY )uxiyj+1zm�1tn

� (DzZ)uxiyjzmtn � (DzT )uxiyjzm�1tn+1;

Uxiyjzmtn = DtU
xiyjzmtn�1

(12)

� (DtX)uxi+1yjzmtn�1 � (DtY )uxiyj+1zmtn�1

� (DtZ)uxiyjzm+1tn�1 � (DtT )uxiyjzmtn ;

whereDx, Dy, Dz andDt are total derivatives. In
order to obtain some explicit invariant equations, we
can choose a concrete realization� = V1 which sat-
isfies the Virasoro type algebra (1) and calculate the
kth prolongation. We know that the generalizedV1

invariant equations should have the form [9]

�(x; y; z; t; u; ux; uy; uz; ut; :::; uxiyjzmtn ; :::) (13)

= 0;

where the function� satisfies

pr(k)V1�� = 0 (14)

To find such types of group invariant equations,
we should solve the corresponding characteristic
equations of (4) in which all the arguments in
(3) are viewed as independent variables. Solving
the characteristic equations, we can get a set of
elementary invariants,Ir(x; y; z; t; u; :::; uxiyjzptq ),
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(1� i + j + p + q � k, r = 1;2;3:::). The generalV1

invariant equation then can be written as

H(I1; I2; I3; :::; Ir; :::) = 0: (15)

Usually, the group invariants,Ir, are f dependent.
However in the definition of the Virasoro integrability,
the model should bef independent. So, to find the
Virasoro integrable models, we should select thef -
independent models from (15).

c2 = �1 (if c5 6= 0). We can easily prove that�1 = V1 satisfies (1). Using the formulas (5) - (12), the
correspondingkth prolongation of the vector field (16) is

pr(k)V1 = V1 + [(c1 � c2)
:

fux + c6yzf̈ ]∂ux + [(c1 � c3)
:

fuy + c6xzf̈ ]∂uy + [(c1 � c4)
:

fuz + c6xyf̈ ]∂uz (17)

+ [(c1 � 1)
:

fut + (c1u� c2xux � c3yuy � c4zuz)f̈ + (�c5ux + c6xyz)f (3)]∂ut

+ [(c1 � c2 � 1)
:

fuxt + ((c1 � c2)ux � c2xuxx � c3yuxy � c4zuxz)f̈ + (c6yz � c5uxx)f (3)]∂uxt

+ [(c1 � c3 � 1)
:

fuyt + ((c1 � c3)uy � c2xuxy � c3yuyy � c4zuyz)f̈ + (c6xz � c5uxy)f (3)]∂uyt

+ [(c1 � c4 � 1)
:

fuzt + ((c1 � c4)uz � c2xuxz � c3yuyz � c4zuzz)f̈ + (c6xy � c5uxzf
(3)]∂uzt

+ [(c1 � c2 � c3)
:

fuxy + c6zf̈ ]∂uxy + [(c1 � c2 � c4)
:

fuxz + c6yf̈ ]∂uxz

+ [(c1 � c3 � c4)
:

fuyz + c6xf̈ ]∂uyz +
kX

n=2

(c1 � nc2)
:

funx∂unx +
kX

n=2

(c1 � nc3)
:

funy∂uny

+
kX

n=2

(c1 � nc4)
:

funz∂unz + [(c1 � c2 � c3 � c4)
:

fuxyz + c6f̈ ]∂uxyz

+
X

3�n+m+r�k

(c1 � nc2 �mc3 � rc4)
:

fuxnymzr∂uxnymzr

+ [(c1 � 2c2 � 1)
:

fuxxt � ((2c2 � c1)uxx + c2xuxxx + c3yuxxy + c4zuxxz)f̈ � c5uxxxf
(3)]∂uxxt

+ [(c1 � c2 � c3 � 1)
:

fuxyt�((c2 + c3 � c1)uxy + c2xuxxy + c3yuxyy + c4zuxyz)f̈ � c5uxxyf
(3)]∂uxyt

+ [(c1 � c2 � c4 � 1)
:

fuzyt�((c2 + c4 � c1)uxz + c2xuxxz + c3yuxyz + c4zuxzz)f̈ � c5uxxzf
(3)]∂uxzt

+
X

3�n+m+r�k�1

[(c1 � nc2 �mc3 � rc4 � 1)
:

fuxnymzrt � (c2xuxn+1ymzr + c3yuxnym+1zr

+ c4zuxnymzr+1 + (�c1 + nc2 +mc3 + rc4)uxnymzr )f̈ � c5uxn+1ymzrf
(3)]∂uxnymzrt

+ terms of higher ordert-derivatives.

From (17), we can get the characteristic equation

3. (3+1)-Dimensional Virasoro Integrable Models

In order to get some concrete invariant equations,
we have to find some concrete realizations of the
Virasoro-type symmetry algebra (1). In this paper we
fix the realization as

�1 = V1 = f (t)∂t + (c2x
:

f + c5f̈ )∂x + c3y
:

f∂y (16)

+ c4z
:

f∂z + (c1u
:

f + c6xyzf̈ )∂u;

wherec1, c2, c3 andc4 satisfyc2 + c4 + c3 � c1 = 1,
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dt
f

=
dx

:

fc2x + c5f̈
=

dy
:

fc3y
=

dz
:

fc4z
=

du
:

fc1u + c6xyzf̈
= ::: =

duxiyjzmtr

Uxiyjzmtr
= ::: : (18)

Substituting the extensionsUxiyjzmtr of the vectorV1 into (18) and solving it, we can obtain all the elementary
invariants of (18). Here are some special examples:

I1 = xf�c2 � c5

:

f; I2 = yf�c3; I3 = zf�c4; (19)

I4 = uf�c1 � c6I1I2I3

:

f �
1
2
c5c6I2I3f̈ ; I5 = uxf

c2�c1 � c6I2I3

:

f; (20)

I6 = uyf
�c1+c3 � c6I1I3

:

f �
1
2
c5c6I3

:

f2; I7 = uzf
�c1+c4 � c6I1I2

:

f �
1
2
c5c6I2

:

f2; (21)

I8 = utf
1�c1 +

:

f (�c1I4 + c2I1I5 + c3I2I6 + c4I3I7)� (c6I1I2I3 � c5I5)(ff̈ �
:

f2); I9 = uxxf
2c2�c1; (22)

I10 = uxyf
�c1+c2+c3 �

:

fc6I3; I11 = uxzf
�c1+c2+c4 �

:

fc6I2; I12 = uyyf
�c1+2c3; (23)

I13 = uyzf
�c1+c3+c4 � c6I1

:

f �
1
2
c5c6

:

f2; I14 = uzzf
2c4�c1; (24)

I15 = uxtf
c2+1�c1 + [(c2 � c1)I5 + c2I1I9 + c3I2I10 + c4I3I11]

:

f � (c6I2I3 � c5I9)(ff̈ �
:

f2); (25)

I16 = uxyzf
c2+c3+c4�c1 � c6

:

f; Jx
n = uxnf

�c1+nc2; Jy
n = uynf

�c1+nc3; Jz
n = uznf

�c1+nc4; (26)

Jnmr = uxnymzrf
�c1+nc2+mc3+rc4; (n + m + r� 3 except forn = m = r = 1); (27)

I17 = uxxtf
1�c1+2c2 + ((2c2 � c1)I9 + c2I1J

x
3 + c3I2J210 + c4I3J201)

:

f + c5J
x
3 (ff̈ �

:

f2); (28)

I18 = uxxxtf
1�c1+3c2 + ((3c2 � c1)Jx

3 + c2I1J
x
4 + c3I2J310 + c4I3J301)

:

f + c5J
x
4 (ff̈ �

:

f2); (29)

I19 = uxxytf
1�c1+2c2+c3 + ((2c2 + c3 � c1)J210 + c2I1J310 + c3I2J220 + c4I3J211)

:

f + c5J310(ff̈ �
:

f2); (30)

I20 = uxxztf
1�c1+3c2+c4 + ((3c2 + c4 � c1)J201 + c2I1J301 + c3I2J211 + c4I3J202)

:

f + c5J301(ff̈ �
:

f2); (31)

Substituting the invariants shown in (19) - (31) into the generalized invariant equation (15), we can get various
(3 + 1)-dimensional models which possess the Virasoro-type Lie point symmetry algebra (1). In general, (15)
is f -dependent. According to the general theory of the last section, a Virasoro integrable model with algebra
(1) should bef -independent. However, it is very difficult to find all the possiblef -independent invariant
equations because the invariants listed in (19) - (31) are dependent on the functionf in a very complicated
way. Fortunately, it is still possible to selected somef -independent invariant equations from (15). Here we
give out only some special examples:

(i) SelectingA = 2c2�c1
c6

; B = � c3
c6
; C = � c4

c6
;D = �3c2�c1

c6
and from theV1 invariant equation

I17J
x
4 � I18J

x
3 + AI9I16J

x
4 + BI11J

x
4 J210 +CI10J

x
4 J201 +DI16J

x
3 J

x
3 �BI11J

x
3 J310� CI10J

x
3 J301 = 0 (32)

we can obtain thef -independent equation

c6(uxxtuxxxx � uxxxtuxxx) + (2c2 � c1)uxxuxxxxuxyz � (3c2 � c1)uxyzu
2
xxx (33)

+ c3uxz(uxxxuxxxy � uxxyuxxxx) + c4uxy(uxxxuxxxz � uxxzuxxxx) = 0;

wherec1, c3, c4, andc6 are arbitrary constants. The corresponding Virasoro-type symmetry is
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� = f (t)∂t + (c2x
:

f + c5f̈ )∂x � c3y
:

f∂y + c4z
:

f∂z + (c1u
:

f + c6xyzf̈)∂u (34)

(ii) If we take c4 = 2 + c1 � c3; A = c1+2�c3
c6

; B = D = � c3
c6
; C = c3�c1�2

c6
, we obtain anf -independent

equation

c6(uxxytuxxxz � uxxztuxxxy) + (2 + c1 � c3)uxyzuxxyuxxxz � c3uxyzuxxzuxxxy (35)

+ c3uxz(uxxxyuxxyz � uxxxzuxxyy) + (c3 � c1 � 2)uxy(uxxzzuxxxy � uxxyzuxxxz) = 0

from the invariant equation

I19J301� I18J310 +AI9I16J
x
4 +BI11J301J220 +CI10J211J220 +DI16I201J310�BI11J310J211 (36)

� CI10J202J310 = 0;

wherec1, c3 andc6 are arbitrary constants.

4. The Painlevé Property of (3+1)-dimensional
Virasoro Integrable Models

In this section, we would like to select some
Painlev́e integrable models from the Virasoro inte-
grable models listed in the last section. The singularity
analysis formulated by Weiss, Tabor, and Carnevale
(WTC) [10] is a useful and simple method to check
the Painlev́e integrability of a model. According to
the WTC approach, we say a model possesses the
Painlev́e property if all the solutions of the model are
single-valued about an arbitrary singularity manifold
which is given by�(x; y; z; t) = 0. For simplicity
to prove the Painlev́e property, Kruskal has proposed
that the singular manifold�(x; y; z; t) can be replaced
by x + �1(y; z; t) with arbitrary analytical�1(y; z; t)
[11]. In order to perform the Painlevé analysis of the
(3+1)-dimensional PDE model (33), we can rewrite
it as

(vxtvxxx � vxxtvxx) +
3
2
vxvxxxvyz � 2vyzv

2
xx (37)

+ c3vz(vxxvxxy � vxyvxxx)

+ c4vy(vxxvxxz � vxzvxxx) = 0

and fixc1 = �1=2, c2 = 1=2, c5 = 0; and c3 + c4 = 0
by usingv = ux.

With the help of the leading order analysis that is
used in the standard WTC method,v can be expanded
about the singularity manifold� = x + �1(y; z; t) as

v =
1X
j=0

vj�
j�2; (38)

where�1 = �1(y; z; t) andvj = vj(y; z; t) are analyti-
cal functions ofy; z; t. Substituting (38) into (37), we
get the recursion relation of the coefficientsvj

j(j+1)(j�2)vj = Fj(�1; �1y; :::; v0; v1; :::; vj�1);(39)

(j = 0;1;2; :::);

whereFj(�1; �1y; :::; v0; v1; :::; vj�1) is a complicated
function of�1; �1y; :::; v0; v1; :::; vj�1.

From (39) we know that the resonances occur at

j = �1;0;2: (40)

The resonance atj = �1 corresponds to the arbitrary
singularity manifold� and j=0 corresponds to the
arbitrary functionv0. From the recursion relation (39),
we have

j = 1; v1 =
2
3(c3�1zv0y + c4�1yv0z)

�1z�1y
; (41)

j = 2; (42)

2c3v0zvoy�2�1yzv0v1�4c4�1yv1zv0�4c3�1zv1yv0

�2v1�1yv0z + 3�1z�1yv
2
1 � 2v1�1zv0y + 2c4v0zv0y

�2c4v1�1yv0z � 2c3v1�1zv0y = 0:

According to the standard WTC approach [10], we
know that if a model possesses the Painlevé prop-
erty, all the resonance conditions should be satisfied
identically. So, for the model (33), if it is Painlevé in-
tegrable, a further compatibility condition (42) must
be satisfied. It is clear that (42) is satisfied identically
only for c3 = �c4 = 0. So (33) withc3 = c4 = 0
is integrable under the meaning that it possesses the
Painlev́e property.
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Using the similar analysis to the model (35), we
find that it is only Virasoro integrable but not Painlevé
integrable.

5. Summary and Discussion

In summary, starting from every realization of the
Virasoro-type of symmetry algebra (1) we are able
to obtain various Virasoro integrable models. Using
two special types of concrete realization of the Vi-
rasoro symmetry algebra, we have write down four
special Virasoro integrable models. Usually, a Vira-
soro integrable model might not be integrable un-
der other meanings. Fortunately, we have shown that
some types of Virasoro integrable models may also
be Painlev́e integrable, (33) forc1 = �1=2; c2 =
1=2; c3 = c4 = 0.

Actually, from every realization of the Virasoro-
type of symmetry algebra (1) we may obtaininfinitely
many Virasoro integrable models. For instance, some
terms like

(uxm)a(uyn)b(uzp)c; (uxm1yn1 )a1(uzp1 )b1; (43)

(uxm2yn2zp3 )a2; :::

for the arbitrary real constantsa; b; c; a1; b1 and a2

with the conditions
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a(mc2�c1) + b(nc3�c1) + c(pc4�c1) = 6c2�2c1+1;

m; n; p � 2; (44)
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Though we have obtained many (3+1)-dimensional

Virasoro integrable equations and one model is
Painlev́e integrable, there are various open, interest-
ing and important questions. For instance, what kinds
of Virasoro integrable model would be Painlevé in-
tegrable at the same time? Can we find, some (3+1)-
dimensional IST integrable or Lax integrable models
from the Virasoro integrable models? Can we find and
how to find the multisoliton solutions of the Virasoro
integrable models? All these problems are worthy of
further study.
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